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Hydroxylamine (HA) has been independently involved in several tragic accidents, which incurred numerous
fatalities and injuries. Following these incidents, adiabatic calorimetry and computational chemistry research
was conducted, suggesting potential reaction pathways of HA decomposition, but the mechanism of HA
behavior still has not been completely understood. In the present work, the thermal decomposition of
hydroxylamine was studied via isothermal and isoperibolic calorimetric measurements in a glass and in a
metal reactor, respectively. Identification of stable intermediates, like ammonia, nitrates, or nitrites during
the course of the reaction did not provide any conclusive results. The calorimetric measurements presented
here show condition-dependent endothermic and exothermic reaction steps that are consistent with previous
findings of computational chemistry. These findings corroborate previously reported results, according to
which the NH2- moiety may trigger reaction runaway.

Introduction

Hydroxylamine (HA) is widely used as a flaking-off agent
and a metallic surface treatment agent in the semiconductor1

and pharmaceutical industries.2 Hydroxylamine and its salts are
extensively used as a reducing agent in numerous organic and
inorganic reactions, for example.3-6 They can also act as
antioxidants for fatty acids. HA has also been used in the past
by biologists to introduce random mutations. Some nonchemical
uses include removal of hair from animal hides and photography
developing solutions.7 The nitrate salt, hydroxylammonium
nitrate, is being researched as a rocket propellant, in water
solution as a monopropellant, and in its solid form as a solid
propellant.8,9

HA may explode on heating above 343 K or when exposed
to open flame. The substance decomposes rapidly at room
temperature, especially in the presence of moisture and carbon
dioxide, and violently on heating, producing toxic fumes
including nitrogen oxides. The solution in water is a weak base.9

The thermal instability of hydroxylamine is reduced in aqueous
solutions. The maximum mass fraction of hydroxylamine in
water is 0.5 in commercial grade.10

HA is moderately toxic to man, animals, and even plants.
Acute as well as chronic exposure has been shown to be
hemotoxic. It has been shown to be an inhibitor of enzymes
and viruses. It is a strong mutagen11 with reported activity
against phages, viruses, bacteria, fungi, protozoa, Drosophilu,
and plants.12

Since 1999, hydroxylamine (HA) has been involved in two
tragic accidents,13-15 which incurred numerous fatalities and
injuries. Following these two incidents, extensive research on

hydroxylamine thermal decomposition has been conducted.1,16-25

Previous research at the Mary Kay O’Connor Process Safety
Center in the Chemical Engineering Department at Texas A&M
University had focused on adiabatic calorimetry tests, which
have provided the temperature, pressure, and heat generation
history of hydroxylamine decomposition under selected runaway
conditions. Quantum chemistry calculations have also been
employed to elucidate the elementary reactions occurring during
its thermal decomposition.25,26 Finally, based on the decomposi-
tion end products, the most likely of the potential reaction paths
had been identified.22,25

The research presented here is part of a long-term project,
which aims to develop a generalized methodology for the
identification of reaction pathways, kinetics, and measurement
of reaction enthalpy, of rapid, condition dependent thermal
decomposition reactions, where hydroxylamine is employed as
a typical model compound. The thermal behavior of such
reactions is traditionally studied via differential scanning
calorimetry and different forms of adiabatic calorimetry (DSC-
AC), a detailed description of which can be found elsewhere.27-33

However, these techniques do not provide reliable data for
extrapolation of condition-dependent decomposition reactions.

Hydroxylamine thermal decomposition proceeds via a com-
plex reaction-network of short-life intermediates the formation/
destruction of which is condition-dependent.18,19,21,22 Because
of its thermal instability and the high pressures produced by its
decomposition, the experimental amounts of hydroxylamine
must be small and the employed sample cells relatively small,
too. These restrictions however impose further limitations on
the potential analytical techniques that can be employed for the
identification and quantification of unstable and even some stable
intermediates. The simultaneous identification and quantification
of coexisting ammonia, nitrates, nitrites and other nitrogen
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containing moieties is difficult,35 especially when only small
samples can be used, which inevitably limit the potential use
of different analytical techniques. So far, collected evidence
indicates that computational chemistry is an effective tool for
this work. However, the generation of reliable computational
results requires a firm experimental backing.

Experimental Section

Materials and Methods. Hydroxylamine isothermal decom-
position measurements were performed in the temperature range
of (373.15 to 425.15) K using an HEL SIMULAR isothermal
calorimeter36 operated in the isothermal and/or isoperibolic
mode. Figure 1 shows the employed reactor arrangement. An
in-house made pressure-resistant glass jacketed reactor with a
liquid holding capacity of (120 ( 2) cm3 and a total volume of
(250 ( 2) cm3 was used (glass reactor 2 in Figure 1). Glass
reactor temperature was measured by small platinum resistance
thermometers (accuracy better than 0.5 K) and the bath
temperature was controlled by the SIMULAR unit to remain
constant at the desired temperature by means of the thermal oil
circulated in the reactor jacket. The bath oil temperature
variations were small, so a second high-pressure metal reactor
of a total capacity of (40 ( 1) cm3 was submerged in the oil
bath for the isoperibolic measurements. Liquid samples of less
than 0.5 cm3 were regularly withdrawn from the glass reactor
to be further analyzed via UV, high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC), and ion chromatography (IC). When
glass and metal reactors were employed simultaneously, the
same initial composition reacting mixtures were used in both
reactors. The metal reactor was inserted in the bath when its
temperature, measured by a regularly tested and calibrated type
N thermocouple, with accuracy better than (( 1) K, had reached
approximately 373 K. The bath temperature was the one dictated
by the isothermal glass reactor control system. (A typical
temperature profile for such a measurement is shown in Figure
4.) Pressure was measured with Omega Eng. Inc. pressure gauge
2.068 MPa full scale with a precision of (( 0.0172) MPa.

For purely isoperibolic measurements, the bath temperature
was maintained at the stated temperature with an accuracy of
(( 0.2) K. Isoperibolic measurements were performed in the
metal and isothermal in the glass reactor. No samples were taken
from the metal reactor. Only its end products were analyzed.

Products were analyzed via HPLC, and IC (not shown here).
HPLC measurements were performed using a Dionex P680
system with a Dionex 1024 dio-array equipped with an Acclaim
C18 5 µm 120 Å, 406 mm × 250 mm column using a 95:5
water/acetonitrile isocratic mobile phase at 1 cm3 min-1 with
UV detection at 201 nm, 206 nm, 210 nm, 530 nm or 220 nm,
and 254 nm. IC measurements employed a Dionex ICS 1500
chromatograph with a 9 mM sodium carbonate mobile phase.

Hydroxylamine was supplied by Fluka in a aqueous solution.
Hydroxylamine mass fraction was 0.5 (product code 55458
purum) and was used without further purification. Milli-q water
was used for all dilutions.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the pressure and temperature history of three
isothermal (in glass reactor) and two isoperibolic (in metal
reactor) measurements. Quantities of hydroxylamine and water
employed in each measurement and temperature control infor-
mation are provided in Table 1. Given masses were weighed
with a precision better than ( 0.01 g. The pressure and
temperature history of isoperibolic measurements M(2) and M(3)
of Table 1, at 397.15 K and 409.15 K, respectively, are shown
in Figure 2. They were taken with both reactors operating
simultaneously. Temperatures (most indicated with closed
markers) are read on the left-hand ordinate. Absolute (normal-
ized) pressures (indicated with open markers) are read on the
right-hand ordinate. Markers of the same shape correspond to
the same measurement. The reactor temperature in isothermal
measurements and the steady-state metal reactor temperature
(obtained after reaction completion) in isoperibolic ones are
shown in the first column of Table 1. For comparison purposes,
the pressures measured were normalized to the temperature of
409.15 K and the volume of 90 cm3, according to relation (1),
assuming ideal gas behavior.

(pn/MPa) )

(p/MPa - p0/MPa)·[(407.15 K)/(T/K)]·(V/90 cm3) (1)

where pn is the absolute normalized pressure, p is the measured
absolute pressure, T is the mixture absolute temperature, p0 is
the vapor pressure of water at temperature T, and V is the
mixture volume in cm3. The vapor pressure of hydroxylamine
or the thermal expansion of the liquid have not been taken into
account. However, as this work focuses on qualitative results,
this approach is not expected to change any qualitative
conclusions.

It can be seen in Figure 2, that as expected, isothermal
measurement temperatures are a few degrees lower than the

Figure 1. Isothermal and isoperibolic reactor arrangement.

Figure 2. Normalized pressure, pn, and temperature, T, profiles, as a function
of time, t, of isothermal measurements in glass reactor [G(1) to G(3) with
temperature control set for isothermal glass reactor operation, as shown in
Table 1] and isoperibolic measurements in metal reactor [M(2) and M(3)
with temperature control set for isothermal glass reactor operation, as shown
in Table 1]. Temperatures are read on the left-hand axis and pressures on
the right-hand axis. 2, glass reactor temperature of measurement G(1) and
∆, its pressure. 9, glass reactor temperature of measurement G(2) and 0,
its pressure. b, metal reactor temperature of measurement M(2) and O, its
pressure. *, glass reactor temperature of measurement G(3) and ×,
its pressure. (, metal reactor temperature of measurement M(3) and ), its
pressure.
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isoperibolic ones, when the two reactors were operated simul-
taneously. From calorimetric data, there is no evidence of HA
decomposition in the glass reactor measurement G(1), at 373.15
K (triangular markers), or G(2) at 393.15 K (square markers),
during the approximately 32 ·103 s of the measurement, as no
pressure rise appears. However, as reported in our previous
work,16 HPLC analyses showed that reactions, which do not
produce any noncondensable gases, do occur. The observed
temperature and pressure undulations were due to sampling. No
temperature change is apparent for measurement M(2) in the
metal reactor (closed circular markers) at 397 K; however, the
reactor pressure started rising after 8.5 ·103 s, thus indicating
reaction in progress. Although M(2) measurement temperature
is a few degrees higher than that of measurement G(2), catalysis
effects1,21 and not temperature are more likely to be responsible
for the manifestation of the reaction via a pressure rise. The
pressure leveled off at 0.4 MPa.

In measurement G(3), at 403.15 K (star markers), pressure starts
rising at approximately 7.8 ·103 s. The pressure rise profile was
not smooth. After 12 ·103 s, the glass reactor pressure started rising
steadily and at 24 ·103 s it was approaching the maximum
operational pressure of the glass reactor. At approximately 24.6 ·103

s, indicated here with a dashed vertical line, to prevent the glass
reactor from breaking, some liquid from the reactor was removed.
However, no pressure drop was observed; on the contrary, the
reactor pressure shortly started rising further. It was thus decided
to proceed with some further removal of the liquid reacting mass,
2.4 ·103 s later (also shown in the figure with a vertical line)
followed by a subsequent liquid mass discharge 1.2 ·103 s later
(shown in the figure as a vertical dotted line).

Immediately after the liquid removal at 24.6 ·103 s, there was
a significant temperature rise of the oil leaving the reactor,
(shown later in Figure 5), which continued increasing following
the subsequent liquid discharges, potentially also affecting the
temperature of the isoperibolic reactor, as can be seen in the
closed diamond curve of the metal reactor temperature. Shortly
after the last discharge the glass reactor broke.

The normalized absolute pressure (pn) and the temperature
profiles of the isothermal measurement G(3) in the glass reactor
at 403.15 K, where regular sampling was taking place and the
simultaneous isoperibolic run in the closed-system metal reactor,
M(3), at 409.15 K can be seen more clearly in Figure 3, where
arrows pointing at the pressure curve, indicate sampling.

As can be seen in Figure 3, the normalized absolute
pressure of the metal reactor where no sampling or removal
of mass took place was rising gradually maintaining long
periods of constant pressure. It can be also seen that the
temperature of the same reactor drops while the pressure is

constant, indicating an endothermic reaction taking place.
The final pressure of this reactor at approximately 32 · 103 s
was roughly the same as the final pressure of measurement
M(2), where more than the double amount of hydroxylamine
was used, thus indicating that hydroxylamine decomposition

Table 1. Hydroxylamine and Water Mass in Reported Experimentsa

measurement reference temperature HA H2O total

T/K m/g m/g m/g reactor type and measurement code temperature control mode and set-point

373.15 25.77 80.00 105.77 G(1) isothermal at 373.15 K
397.15 4.87 15.13 20.00 M(2) isothermal at 393.15 K
393.15 30.22 93.85 124.07 G(2) isothermal at 393.15 K
409.15 2.23 7.77 10.00 M(3) isothermal at 403.15 K
403.15 13.10 45.60 58.70 G(3) isothermal at 403.15 K
413.15 2.81 7.61 10.42 M(4) isoperibolic at 413.15 K
414.15 2.85 7.90 10.75 M(5) isoperibolic at 421.15 K
425.15 2.73 7.86 10.59 M(6) isoperibolic at 433.15 K

a Reactor type is indicated as G for glass reactor and M for metal reactor. Measurements are indicated as (1), (2), etc. In measurements (1), (2), and
(3), temperature control was set to maintain isothermal glass reactor operation. Measurement reference temperature indicates the reactor steady-state
temperature. Temperature was controlled so as either to maintain constant temperature at the glass reactor, indicated in the last column as “isothermal”
or so as to maintain constant circulator temperature indicated here as “isoperibolic”. The temperature set-point of each measurement is shown in the
same column.

Figure 3. Normalized pressure, pn, (according to eq 1) and temperature
profile, T, of isothermal glass reactor measurement G(3) and isoperibolic
metal reactor measurement M(3) (with temperature control set for isothermal
glass reactor operation at approximately 403 K, as shown in Table 1), as a
function of measurement time, t. ∆, metal reactor temperature of measure-
ment M(3) and 2, its normalized pressure. O, glass reactor temperature of
measurement G(3) and gray-filled circle, its normalized pressure. Arrows
indicate selected sampling/venting points.

Figure 4. Temperature, T, versus time, t, profiles. Glass and metal reactor
temperature history, temperature history of oil entering and leaving the glass
reactor and oil bath temperature as a function of time of joined isothermal
and isoperibolic measurements G(3) and M(3), respectively, shown in Table
1. From top to bottom: ×, oil in temperature; 0, circulator temperature; ∆,
metal reactor temperature; O, glass reactor temperature; and s, oil leaving
the glass reactor. Arrows in the oil leaving the glass reactor curve show
approximate sampling/venting times.
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at 397.15 K in the metal reactor, measurement M(2), had
not reached completion. On the other hand, the normalized
absolute pressure of the glass reactor was constantly rising.
In our previous work,16 it was shown that no calorimetric
evidence of reaction (i.e., no pressure or temperature rise)
was observed in isothermal measurements of HA aqueous
solutions in a closed glass-cell at 403.15 K performed in the
adiabatic pressure tracking calorimeter for a period over
66 · 103 s. It is thus plausible that it was sampling that caused
a rapid generation of noncondensable gases, thus increasing
the glass reactor pressure. HPLC analyses of the final
products showed that hydroxylamine in measurement M(3)
had reacted fully in the metal reactor, where catalysis effects
were expected to accelerate the reaction,1,21 although in the
glass reactor, despite the inevitable loss of reacting mass
during venting, the reaction had not reached completion.
HPLC analysis showed that hydroxylamine in measurement
M(2) had also not reacted fully.

Figure 4, shows the temperature of the oil entering and
leaving the glass reactor, the circulator temperature and the
temperatures of the glass and metal reactors. In order to
reduce curve congestion in the figure, both ordinates have
been used to represent the temperatures, but the temperature
ranges shown are of equal length, so easier comparisons can
be made. All sampling sequence has been marked on the oil
leaving the glass reactor curve, but it can be indirectly seen
in the remaining curves, as sampling affects glass reactor,
oil entering the glass reactor, jacket, and circulator temper-
atures. However, in most cases the temperature of the oil
leaving the glass reactor manifests better the changes
occurring in the reactor.

As the oil leaving the glass reactor jacket indicates, a
significant temperature rise occurred in the glass reactor at
24.6 ·103 s, and the higher temperature reached was maintained
until the reactor broke. Moreover, as shown in Figure 4, the
lower temperature of the metal reactor shortly before the end
of the experiment cannot be justified by any drop of the
circulator temperature.

In our previous work,16 we reported an unknown com-
pound, potentially the NH2- moiety, quantified at 254 nm
with a retention time of 384 s, as a suspect factor that triggers
the reaction runaway. The current measurements provide
further support to this assumption. Figure 5 shows the UV
absorption factor, R, at 254 nm from the HPLC analysis of

typical samples obtained during this measurement. As can
be seen in Figure 5, the eighth sample, obtained just before
the sudden rise of the oil leaving the glass reactor temper-
ature, shows this compound at a much higher concentration
than the one encountered in its previous and next to it
samples. The concentration of this compound in the first and
the last samples was much smaller than the ones shown here.
Although adiabatic measurements of hydroxylamine thermal
decomposition have been reported to be unaffected by the
presence of air,22 it cannot be ruled out that the larger amount
of oxygen available in the experiment performed in the glass
reactor, compared to the oxygen that was present in the
smaller metal reactor container or in the cell employed by
Cinseros et al.,22 contributed to the reaction runaway.
Similarly, in measurement M(2) where reaction did not reach
completion, the temperature was lower but oxygen availability
was also much less than the one in measurement M(3), as
the liquid-reacting mixture occupied much more of the reactor
space. Oxidation of hydroxylamine37 may have played a role.

The effect of reactor venting/liquid discharge was therefore
examined, employing the metal reactor only, in isoperibolic
measurements. Moreover, the collection of more evidence for
potential endothermic reaction was examined.

Figure 6 shows the preliminary results of this investigation.
In Figure 6, the temperature history of three measurements
M(3), M(5), and M(6) is shown. Measurement M(3), shown
with triangular markers, is the temperature profile of the metal
reactor temperature, shown previously in Figures 3 and 4.
In this measurement, the bath temperature was adjusted in
order to maintain the glass reactor temperature constant at
403.15 K. The bath (circulator) temperature stability for this
measurement can be seen in Figure 4. As can be seen in
Figure 4, bath temperature was disturbed by sampling,
although it was maintained constant in the intermediate
periods. No reactor venting was applied in this measurement.

Measurements indicated as M(5) and M(6) were performed
with the circulator temperature controlled to be constant at
(421.15 and 433.15) K, respectively. The (circulator) tem-
perature for measurement M(6) is shown in Figure 6.
Circulator temperature stability was similar in measurement

Figure 5. UV absorptance, R, at 254 nm during HPLC analyses of different
samples, taken from the glass reactor during measurement G(3) (as shown
in Table 1), as a function of retention time, t. Arrows in the oil leaving the
reactor curve of Figure 4 show the sampling time-sequence. s, seventh
sample taken at approximately 21 ·103 s, O, eighth (large) sample taken at
approximately 24 ·103 s, and - - -, ninth sample taken at 27.5 ·103 s.

Figure 6. Temperature, T, profiles, as a function of time, t, of isoperibolic
measurements M(3), M(5), and M(6) (shown in Table 1) with and without
venting. Arrows indicate points of venting. 2, temperature of measurement
M(3) taken with control at isothermal glass reactor at 403.15 K, as indicated
in Table 1. O, temperature of measurement M(5) taken at constant bath-
temperature at 421.15 K, as indicated in Table 1. (, metal reactor
temperature and ×, circulator temperature of measurement M(6) taken at
constant bath temperature at 433.15 K, as indicated in Table 1. Different
forms of dotted lines show the reference temperature of each isoperibolic
measurement.
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M(5). Although the bath temperature was maintained con-
stant, depending on the reaction temperature, a smoother (for
lower bath temperatures) or steeper (for higher bath temper-
atures) drop in the reactor temperature was observed, clearly
indicating an endothermic reaction. No glass reactor mea-
surement or control was implemented here, and the temper-
ature stability of the circulator throughout measurements M(5)
and M(6) was better than ( 0.2 K. During the latter two
measurements, gas was vented from the reactor as indicated
in the figure by the arrows. So, venting took place for the
measurement performed at 421.15 K on two occasions, when
the temperature started dropping fast at approximately 12 · 103

s and again on the second occasion of the fast temperature
drop at approximately 15.6 · 103 s, shown with arrows in
Figure 6. The measurement M(6), performed at 433.15 K
bath temperature, was vented (removal of gas and vapors)
only once at approximately 30 · 103 s. It can be seen that in
all cases there was a sharp increase of temperature following
reactor venting. In fact, in all cases the rise in temperature
was observed the very moment venting initiated.

As can be seen in Figure 6, the temperature drop has a later
onset and proceeds more slowly at lower reaction temperatures.
This behavior is consistent with that of an endothermic reaction,
where the increased temperature affects the reaction rate so that
it advances faster, but because of its endothermicity, the
temperature drop is also steeper. Because of the reacting mass
loss during the venting, no firm quantitative results can be
obtained.

As reactor venting provoked sharp temperature rise in the
case of isoperibolic reactor and a steep pressure rise in the case
of the glass reactor, it is plausible that an intermediate reaction
equilibrium is affected by venting, resulting in a fast exothermic,
gas-generating reaction path. The above findings are consistent
with independent results of computational chemistry.26 However,
to our knowledge no such results have been previously reported
by other experimental studies. It is however plausible that the
powerful heaters employed in adiabatic calorimeters have
concealed such a behavior.

Conclusions

Isothermal and isoperibolic decomposition tests were per-
formed on HA aqueous solutions in the temperature range
(373.15 to 425.15) K. The research indicates that endothermic
reaction steps are involved, which potentially approach a very
slow equilibrium with produced gases. Reactor venting drives
very fast exothermic steps. Our previous findings of condition
dependent autocatalytic decompositions16 are consistent with
those findings. Further experimental work is currently underway
targeting first the complete identification of products and stable
radicals produced during the decomposition and subsequently
the measurement of the heat of reaction during isothermal
decomposition.
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